9.2: Readings for Part II—Race and Ethnicity

Reading List for Part II—Race and Ethnicity


The Mind of Woman and the Lower Races. William I. Thomas. The American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 12, No. 4. (Jan.,
1907), pp. 435-469.


Ethnic Enclaves, Middleman Minorities and Immigration


Ethnic Economies in Metropolitan Regions: Miami and Beyond. John R. Logan; Richard D. Alba; Thomas L. McNulty.


Japanese Americans: The Development of a Middleman Minority. Harry H. L. Kitano


**Race and Ethnicity**


Color-Blind: The Treatment of Race and Ethnicity in Social Psychology. Matthew O. Hunt; Pamela Braboy Jackson;


Hopwood in Doubt: The Folly of Setting a Grand Theory Requiring Race Neutrality in All Programs of Higher Education.


Ethnicity: A Neglected Dimension of American History (in Documentation). Dean Cinel


The Impact of Ethnicity and Socialization on Definitions of Democracy: The Case of Mexican Americans and Mexicans.


Race and Justice


Supreme Court of The United States . Panetti v. Quarterman, Director, Texas Department of Criminal Justice, Correctional Institutions Division . Certiorari to The United States Court of Appeals For the Fifth Circuit. No. 06–6407.
Argued April 18, 2007—Decided June 28, 2007 . No URL.


### African Americans


American Indians


Including Native American Perspectives in the Political Science Curriculum. Franke Wilmer; Michael E. Melody; Margaret Maier Murdock. PS: Political Science and Politics, Vol. 27, No. 2. (Jun., 1994), pp. 269-276.


**Asian Americans**


Disrupting Asian America: South Asian American Histories as Strategic Sites of Narration. Sridevi Menon. Department of Ethnic Studies, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, OH 43620, USA. E-mail: smenon@bgsu.edu. NO URL.


**Hispanic/Latino Americans**


Department of Geography, Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY, USA. © 2005 Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd 10.1191/0309132505ph577oa. No URL.


The Bracero Program: Was It a Failure? Philip Martin; 7-03-06. [http://hnn.us/articles/27336.html](http://hnn.us/articles/27336.html)
Jewish Americans


**Muslim Americans**


